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Black Death, Mourning and The
Terror of Black Reproduction:
Aborting the Black Muslim Self,
Becoming the Assimilated Subject
Jan-Therese Mendes

Engaging with the contingencies of white national belongings and recognizable
human life within the welfare states of Canada and Sweden this article questions
whether Black Muslim women have access to grievable existence. Theorizing through
the dismissal of Black death and the dread of Black women’s reproductive capacities,
this article considers how the Black Muslim woman who dissolves her Blackness and
aborts the once-threatening parts of the self can conditionally enter into mournable
life, as the assimilated suicidal subject.

Keywords: assimilation, black reproduction, black Muslim women, Canada, death,
mourning, Sweden

Introduction: When Does Black Life Become Grievable?

where black is naturally malignant and therefore worthy of violation; where
black is violated because black is naturally violent… where black is naturally
less-than-human and starving to death and violated… where black is same
and always and dead and dying1

How is Black existence — from the point of gestation — rendered as an inherent
instrument of violence and readily instrumentalized by violence, within projects of
white nation-making? Do the injuries that are visited upon the specifically Black
female body register as a hurt that should be made to cease? Does her death
inspire an empathic horror or trigger the pangs of grief? In Christina Sharpe’s pro-
found text, In The Wake, she intimately engages with the contingencies of Black
life when lived in relation to death in slavery’s “wake.” Sharpe variably describes
Black life as “lived in, as, under, and despite Black death” and “lived near death, as
deathliness.”2 She thus asks: “[W]ho in fact is in possession of a life that can be
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saved, because it is clear that in at least one direction Black lives are being destroy-
ed?”3 Invoking Sharpe to draw a mortal line between the fear of Blackness and the
lack of value for Black life I question the “grievability”4 of life when death is at
once expected, unremarkable and ultimately, dismissible. More precisely I ponder:
How can mournability appear as a possibility when the Black subject persists in a
state of inconsequential mortality? Elsewhere I have sought to examine the ways
Muslim women (often of Middle Eastern ancestry) might garner entrance into
mournable humanity and national belonging through a redemptive death. What I
have argued is that the death of the un-veiled, “honor killed” woman (necessarily
murdered by the misogynistic Muslim Father or family) witnesses her refusal of
Islam and acculturation into Canadian or Swedish whiteness. The spectacle of her
maimed body, in turn, incites a public performance of white grief that confirms
the lethal hazard of unassimilated Muslims. As a corpse she can be mourned in a
way that serves the ends of white nation-making.5 I now ponder whether invest-
ments in assimilation and mourning are similarly available to the Black body and
Black Muslim women in particular.

Not unlike an Islamic threat, fearsome Blackness is invoked as a necessary point
of contrast to the whiteness that comparatively shapes Canadian and Swedish
national imaginaries. That is, a frightfully disparate and violently inclined
Blackness offers a form of terror that can affirm the vulnerability of a white citi-
zenry and justify the reinforcing of borders against this dark danger.6 Black sub-
jects appear as imperative national enemies. If such is the fear of Blackness it is
not evident that public grief would follow the extinguished Black life. Black
Muslim women would not be exempt from this terror of Blackness. Furthermore,
an extended legacy of Black feminist thought makes it clear that Black woman-
hood is particularly figured through gendered forms of fear and disposability that
center on Black women’s reproductive capacities.7 Black Muslim women would
not be spared from this dread of Black women’s insides. In the effort to discern
whether mournable life and assimilatory futures are indeed open to Black Muslim
women we are then first indebted to the Black feminist reasoning that locates the
global devaluation of the Black female body in “the wake” of African enslavement
and colonization. The historical speculation on Black non-humanity, exploitability,
and destructibility enables us to speculate on Black death. I call upon Sharpe and
her contemporaries throughout this article in acknowledgment that chattel pasts
continue to linger in the responses to the gestation of Black life within Canada
and Sweden’s liberal presents. In the nightmares of either white nation appears the
danger of the multiplying Black enemy. Inspired by the intellectual contributions
of Black feminist scholars from the last two decades this article engages with
empirical examples that, reveal the racist-sexist trepidations that surround Black
women’s reproduction; decide Black propensity for acculturation; and inform the
grievability of Black Muslim women.

Building upon the analytical heritage of Black feminist thought, I suggest that
Black Muslim women’s mournability is conditioned by the same racist discourses
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that render the Black womb as a site of death—as a death machine. Nonetheless,
Black Muslim women might have access to forms of social resuscitation into the
mores of white national belongings and thus mourning that are barred to their
non-Muslim sisters. What I argue is that the redemptive possibilities available to
Black Muslim women continue to invoke Black death while relying heavily upon
tropes of the “oppressed” Muslim woman. It is by diluting or figuratively killing
their Blackness that women can excise the fearsome self. As such, she can attempt
to enter into the mournability that neo-imperial and Orientalist logics contingently
extend to the assimilating Muslim woman. Black Muslim women’s lives can begin
to be recognized as grievable once they perform the assimilatory act of self-slaugh-
ter. Women’s threatening correlation with Black reproduction is then nullified
since this symbolic suicide both sterilizes the Black womb and aborts the once-
Black self. However, the Muslim identity of Black women must also be smothered
in accordance with the dictates of assimilation which demand her refusal of Islam.
Promised to accompany the destruction of her Blackness and Muslimness is a re-
birth into the body of Canadian or Swedish whiteness, which is always and
ever grievable.

The Danger of the Black Womb

What draws seemingly disparate Canada and Sweden into dialogue are the similar
racial contradictions that appear within their national ideals. Both nations domin-
antly invest in the visage of an anti-racist, liberal, and distinctly tolerant politic
and yet ideologically maintain that the normative national subject is indisputably
white.8 The white nation/citizen can be sanctified as anti-racist although they
cringe away from the very Black and brown bodies they claim to accept. Further,
the progressive goodness of either nation is reified as timeless even as, histories of
slave-trading are dismissed; practices of (settler-)colonialism persists; and the white
supremacist investments used to secure national borders are concealed or legiti-
mized.9 As two Northern nations structured on extensive systems of social welfare,
Sweden and Canada also marry in the sense that white national prosperity can be
undone by Blackness. The Black body is at once a site “emptied” of life10 and con-
tains the terrifying ability to empty the spaces of the living through the gluttonous
or criminal depletion of governmental resources.11 When it comes to Black
women, however, that which torments is more specifically located in the insides of
the body. Hereby the procreation of Blackness prophesies peril to the dominant
social order and the pilfering of social welfare through Black women’s ungovern-
able fertility. A germinating treachery. The terror of the Black uterus and loathing
of the fetus. What can be said of the value given to Black life in either country
when reproduction foreshadows a danger conceived, nurtured, and delivered from
Black women’s most intimate bodily parts?
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A Note on Canada

The depravity and impending national injury situated in the womb of the Black
woman is well illustrated through the immigration case Baker v. Canada, which
was seen in the Supreme Court in the late 1990s. I treat this case as one of my
Black feminist inheritances. Richly analyzed by my intellectual forbearers this case
is oft-cited to elucidate how the criminalization of Black women’s fertility is
deployed as a measure to secure the white nation.12 Although it does not center
on Black Muslim women, I turn to Baker v. Canada because it remains a palpable
signifier for the fear of Black women’s reproduction in Canada. The details of the
case are as follows. Mavis Baker was an undocumented domestic worker from
Jamaica and mother of eight. Suffering from postpartum depression following the
birth of her youngest child, Baker was no longer able to work.13 Ordered deported
from Canada after eleven years in the country, her application to have her deport-
ation deferred, under what are called “humanitarian and compassionate” grounds
(H&C), was denied. Quite tellingly, the notes of the deciding immigration officer
observe that Baker is a “paranoid schizophrenic”; dependent on welfare; has four
children born within Canada (!) and just as many in Jamaica (!); and, will be “a
tremendous strain on our social welfare systems.” The remarks bitterly finish with,
“Canada can no longer afford this type of generosity.”14 Here is the excessively fer-
tile, migrant, Black female body which does not produce valuable Canadian and
thus human lives but, state liabilities. Greedy spawn of a scheming alien mother.15

H&C considerations are refused because Baker is already outside of considerations
of humanity or the affect of compassion. I would argue that this case reflects a
continuation of “the wake.” The once profitable and cultivated “breeder woman…
of slavery” who was coerced to multiply16 is remade as a degenerate body. In slav-
ery’s aftermath, she can be accused of illicitly procreating they who can yield no
gain. Nevermore will anything of value emerge from this body in the wake of cap-
tivity. Black women’s gall to reproduce in itself becomes a dangerous act. Birthing
Blackness is an act of reckless violence. Irresponsible. Irrational. Undisciplined.
Pregnancy emerges as a criminal urge that requires the forces of governmentality
to stop the exploitative hemorrhaging of Canada’s benign multicultural heart.
Even from (the prospect of) inception Blackness is a hazard to the nation.

Particular to Baker’s case is that she represents a deviant Blackness coming
from outside the nation that remains as an “illegal” yet, demanding occupant.
Within a white-dominant Canadian imaginary, Black migrant femaleness is — in
the words of Jenny Burman — “[the] body that can hide, conceal, deceive — as it
moves into and out of our national space.”17 The transnationalism of Baker’s
undisciplined childbearing encompasses part of the threat as her border crossing
means to unleash the spoiled fruit of her Jamaican womb. A vandalizing womb
that delivers the vandal. The Black child is the annex of the burdensome mother.
What comprises Baker’s supposed psychosis is this unruly disposition to bring
forth more foreign, unwanted bodies into Canadian space. Echoing Charmaine A.
Nelson, the “black female body… [becomes] the site of pathological sexual
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deviance” with multiplying capacities.18 All of which outrage the borders of the
nation, its rightful citizenry, and the reasonable limits of Canadian humanitarianism.

How do Black Muslim women then appear within these discourses of danger-
ous reproduction in Canada? Cynthia Wright’s analysis of early 1990s anti-
immigrant rhetoric offers a compelling case study on this topic since the public
discourse at the time specifically lamented the presence of Somali refugees in
Canada.19 Taking-up Daniel Stoffman’s inflammatory article in a 1995 issue of
Toronto Life magazine Wright explains that, unwed or widowed Somali women
were accused of continuously giving birth and thus by sheer mass, establishing
themselves as a “permanent” fixture in white Canadian space.20 The repeated preg-
nancies of women coming from Muslim-majority Somalia signifies their immoral-
ity or trickery. That is, more Black Muslim children are being born outside of
wedlock or else, Somali women are “bogus single mothers on welfare” lying about
their marital status.21 In this latter instance of deception, I read that women’s
reproductive treachery is interwoven with the danger of the virile Somali man who
is elusively out-of-sight yet ever ready and able to spawn more Black Muslim chil-
dren. Offspring are sustained not through the economic means of the Black
Muslim Father but through the patronage of the Canadian welfare state. The sex-
ual potency of Somalis becomes a source of national peril as the white nation
must take on the role of both reluctant Father and virtuous patriarch. Indignation
then increases with the government’s speculation that the welfare money wrangled
through the Black womb’s overabundance is used to fund Muslim men’s war-
efforts.22 The menace of the refugee woman from Somalia also rests in her willing-
ness to harbor Black Muslim men in the shelter that is her vagina. Dissolute, she
can unleash the parasitic bounty of her over-reproducing uterus and through this
progeny secure the welfare cheque for violent ends. Black Muslim refugees do not
need saving from imminent death rather, their vulnerability is treated as a fraudu-
lent stratagem.

A Note on Sweden

In Sweden, there appears a Black deathliness in reverse whereby the existence of
the Black Muslim mother is extinguished before she can bring forth more Black
Muslim life. Karin Elebro et. al’s 2007 investigation into maternal mortality
amongst East African migrants to Sweden reveals that Somali migrant women
make-up a significant number of unreported or misclassified maternal deaths.23

The fact of death is being recorded yet the reason for death slips out of the arch-
ive. What is happening in this misclassification? What else is lost alongside the
extinguished life? People of Somali descent represent one of the most despised
groups within Sweden and are understood to epitomize the social dangers of the
excessively multiplying African refugee.24 Such contempt is discernible even in the
conclusions Elebro et. al draw from their findings. One inference calls for greater
attention to the “cultural and medical competence” of European health
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professionals when “caring for non-European immigrant mothers.” Another pro-
poses that Somali women’s higher maternal death rates might be indicative of
being less “integrated into Swedish society” than their Eritrean and Ethiopia
counterparts.25 Although Sweden has one of the world’s lowest ratios of maternal
mortality, the conjecture is that the nation does not have the institutional capacity
to preserve “non-European immigrant [Muslim] mothers” from death.
Unmanageable, unsupportable alien bodies; aborted at last from the perimeters of
Sweden and Europe. In turn, the inability to swiftly or completely integrate into
Swedish society becomes a mortal matter. Non-integration puts these Black (pre-
sumptively Muslim) migrants at risk of death. Non-integration renders these
women, in part, at fault for their deaths. Engaging with Elebro et. al.’s primary
findings, however, it is evident that what is erased along with women’s cause of
death is more Black Muslim life. Put differently, it is in the pursuit of bringing
forth Black Muslim life that these women enter into death. Another life was either
lost (a double death) or managed to survive in the aftermath of the pregnancy.
The lives of both the Black Muslim mother and Black would-be Muslim fetus are
nullified in the unrecorded maternal death.

Somali migrants are also taken to be conveyors of some of the worst “savageries”
of Islam (e.g., female circumcision, “child marriage”).26 Presumptively, these scorned
customs would align with the gendered sufferings rehearsed by Islamophobic imag-
inings. Yet, I ponder if Black Muslim women are derided alongside the derided
practice—placing her beyond public feelings of commiseration. If women cause
injury to the white subject/nation through the excesses of their wombs part of the
outrage would be that they have brought pain upon those for whom it is not meant.
What inspires horror would not be her suffering but the cultural wreckage her unas-
similability promises to unleash. Hence, her incorrigible foreignness explains her
openness to foreign injury. Such pain belongs to her. Accurately documenting the
maternal deaths of those who, in life, endanger the vitality of Sweden would be a
task that holds little value. What dies along with the Somali woman is she who was
never meant to have a lasting place within the national body.

The Mournability of Black Muslim Women?

“Grief, then, for these deceased others might align some of us, for the first
time, with the living”27

Returning to Sharpe, we are called upon to consider slavery’s system of “partus
sequitur ventrem” whereby the Black child is made to assume “the non/being of the
mother.”28 Explaining that this “inheritance of non/status” once converted Black
wombs into “a factory producing blackness as abjection” Sharpe conveys that such
techniques maintain an afterlife in today’s demonization of Black women and chil-
dren and through governmental reveries of the terminated Black fetus.29 From here
we can briefly dwell upon Claudia Rankine’s estimations that the bad feeling of
Black suffering is a feeling that does not stick within the white liberal imaginary. A
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dying Blackness and the spectacle of the “black corpse” simply figure amongst the
ordinarily grotesque.30 The unremarkable cadaver. Considering Sharpe and Rankine
together we can deduce that, if genocidal fantasies patrol the borders of the white
welfare nation — seeking to expel the villain growing in the amniotic fluid of the
non-human — the “inheritance of non/status” becomes a deathly birthright for the
Black child. Black women’s wombs are thus not only factories of abjection but, I
argue, death machines: reproducing those oriented toward social death and a negli-
gible physical death. Despite these grim musings, the empirical examples I have pur-
sued thus far do not necessarily reflect the orchestrated effort to bring about Black
death. Rather, they reveal indifference to Black Muslim survival, an apathy toward
Black Muslim suffering, and hostility toward the Black Muslim womb that reviles all
that promises to come from this Black female body. We are then still left to ask:
When do Black Muslim women’s lives become mournable? How does her death
become something other than a “nonevent”?31

Nelson’s examination of the black female body in early twentieth-century Canadian
art notes the legacies of European imperialism in a “visual culture” that depicts Black
women as both sexually deviant and sexually accessible.32 Interestingly, Nelson
explains that in painter Dorothy Steven’s work High Yellow (n.d.) we see the Black
woman become reputable when dislocatable from a full blackness.33 The subject of
Steven’s portrait can be read as confining her otherwise deviant sexuality to the moral-
ist realm of heteronormative wedlock. Moreover, the fairness of her skin visibly refer-
ences proximity to whiteness.34 This subject, Nelson writes, is “an embodiment of the
desirable black body in the west that is historically never fully black.”35 Engaging with
Nelson, I ponder whether Muslim identity might socially function as this diluent for
Blackness. Hereby Black Muslim women could reference a Muslimness that positions
them as not “fully black” and thus not immediately dismissible to the regions of unre-
trievable humanity in the way of the “black corpse” or death machine. A Muslim self
might then enable Black women to gain proximity to the white nation and enter into
the forms of mournability made available to the demonstrably integrating Muslim
woman. If to be recognized as an assimilating Muslim can assuage the danger of the
fully Black subject we can interpret this dissolution as a kind of racial un-
veiling. Donning the appropriate signifiers for an integrable Muslim identity (i.e., per-
sonal narratives of resisting patriarchal repression) doubles as a disrobing of a dreaded
Blackness. Black unassimilability and disposability would be replaced with an assimil-
able potential and the prospect of mournable life.

What is perplexing about this logic however, is that even as the Black self dilutes
one’s Muslim identity is also meant to eventually endure a process of elimination.
Within Islamophobic logics “the veiled Muslim woman” who enters into mournabil-
ity must first perform witnessable acts of assimilation into Canadian or Swedish nor-
mative culture.36 Such acts include removing the hijab and rejecting her
Muslimness.37 The refusal of the Muslim self is conceived to bring about her mar-
tyred death (i.e., “honor killing”) and sanction white national grief. Her national
membership is affirmed postmortem. If women with a dissolving Blackness are to
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seek a place within national belongings and thus, valued existence it follows that
they must also demonstrate their integrative capacity. Ardently, she is to let both her
veil38 and her Muslim identity fall in tatters at the feet of the nation. Although
Muslimness is what dissipates a full Blackness this very same agent must be relin-
quished to enter into the mournability reserved for the assimilated ex-Muslim sub-
ject. Both an unmournable Blackness and not-yet-mournable Muslimness are
repulsed. What does the self become or, become re-born as in the aftermath of this
shedding? It is through case studies of two Somali women taken from major national
news sources and right-wing media that I seek to address such queries.

Dissipated Blackness and the End of the Muslim Self: Case Studies

In a 2018 article from CBC Radio (Canadian Broadcasting Company) headlined
“Meet the Somali mom of 5 who just started doing stand-up”39 we find the follow-
ing snippets of dialogue:

Mayran Kalah knew she was funny at a young age. But growing up in Somalia,
she saw that other girls were discouraged from expressing themselves.

When she arrived here at 16, she didn’t speak a word of English.

Kalah’s humour is rooted in her life story — like her career transition from
goat herder to interpreter

“Over the years — because I was from [a] war-torn country I thought ‘I will
not judge anybody’ … because I will want you to do that for me.”

“I want to connect with people, make people laugh, put people at ease.”

Mayran Kalah’s narrative is fascinating for the ways it allows us to speculate on
the metamorphosis of the integrating subject in Canada. Notably absent from this
story is any explicit reference to Kalah’s Blackness or Muslimness rather, she is most
readily identifiable as a once-Somali national, now refugee to Canada. Yet, there are
ways that the residue of these unarticulated identities appear. We can locate leftovers
of a dangerous Blackness in the violences from which she is described to have come
(“I was from a war-torn country”) as African origins persist as a site of familiarly
massacred Black life. Likewise the deathly excesses of the Black womb can be
revealed in the titled reference to her large number of children (“Somali mom of
5”). Nonetheless, an alignment with the terror of Blackness is quickly lost through
the signposts of her “rescue-ability” and capacity for “cultural integration.”40

As a Muslim-majority country Kalah’s Somaliness renders her as presumptively
(though, unspokenly) Muslim. In turn, we can readily conjure the must-be mis-
ogynistic Muslim Father/family and the suppressed autonomy of the liberalizing
Muslim girl in the mention of her silenced humor (“growing up in Somalia…
girls were discouraged from expressing themselves”). Although brief this story
allows us to imagine the brutalities from which Kalah has been saved. As a
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Muslim, teenage, asylum seeker her early longings speak to a previous unfreedom
and her subsequent assimilatory potential. In adulthood, she is neither the Muslim
subject nor does the prominence of her Somali-refugee past seem to draw her
(back) into the non-status/non-being of Blackness. Instead, Kalah is recast or
reborn as the properly integrating subject. The testament to her appropriate re-
making and commitment to the conditions of the rescue are therefore witnessed
in: her work as an interpreter, the learning of English, and the desire to diminish a
public’s anxiety (“I want to… make people laugh, put people at ease”). Here is the
relinquishing of the savage trade (i.e., goat herding), the foreign tongue, and the threat
of the alien Other as Kalah seeks to become like “us.” Significantly, Kalah’s plight can
be readily recounted for a Canadian public audience. Each rehearsing of the dangers
from which she has been saved plausibly renews her authenticity as a savable subject.
Her trauma can be recycled through this repetition, as can her re-birth.

Paired with Kalah’s narrative is a photo of her as a jean-clad young woman with
her short hair blowing in the wind. An image evidently capturing her earlier years
of asylum. And yet, we are also presented with more recent photos of Kalah in
which she wears a headscarf. It is not clear whether this scarf is a hijab but, consid-
ering the terms of assimilation its presence allows us to ponder. Is this a lingering of
the forsaken Muslim past? A faltering of appropriate national loyalties? What risk
might its appearance pose to Kalah’s mournability if it resurrects the treachery of
the non-integrating Black Muslim woman? What I am asking is whether this emer-
gence of the headscarf can be taken as a symbol of the assimilating subject’s incom-
plete transformation. What would its unequivocal completion look like?

Mona Walter, in Sweden, perhaps offers one of the most explicit examples of
what the irrevocable adaptation into the values of white nationhood can mean.
Having come to Sweden as a teenage asylum seeker from Somalia, in adulthood
Walter refuses aspects of her pre-Swedish self through her candid abhorrence of
Islam and Somali Muslim migrants. Her rhetoric is readily taken-up by both right-
leaning and mainstream media outlets as a testimony to the impending threat
Islam and migration pose to Sweden, as reflected in various interviews or online
editorials that span from 2015–2018. Revealing extracts include:

“I discovered Islam first in Sweden. In Somalia, you’re just a Muslim, without
knowing the Koran… I didn’t know what I was a part of”… “So, when I
found out, I was upset”… It was in Sweden that Walters says she discovered
Allah is a God who hates41

There is a choice. The Swedish system supports people so much… We cannot
just wonder why Somali criminals are what they are; we must ask ourselves:
why are they not like us?42

The creator [the Prophet Muhammad] of this ideology [Islam] was a
criminal… How can we open borders for such an ideology? As we do not
know who is coming to us, we must be very careful, especially since we see
what happened to Christians in Muslim countries43
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She wanted to show us Muslim areas around Gothenburg, but had to first
dress as a Muslim. She believes if she were to show her face, she would be
attacked…“I would never get out of there alive," she said44

People keep telling me,“How can you say such things, if you are an immigrant
yourself” But I am not a danger for people living here. Many of the
newcomers would cut off my head.45

The attested nominal nature of Walter’s Muslimness allows her to credibly and
deliberately separate herself from Islam since she can deny having had an
informed allegiance to the faith. Witnessing her capacity for Swedish integration
even further Walter strikingly enacts a religious conversion in tandem with her
cultural conversion—that is, by becoming Christian.46 Unlike Kalah in Canada,
any risk of Walter’s backwards slide into the dangerous incompatibility of Muslim
identity in Sweden is negated through her entrance into Christianity within what
is at root a Christian country.47

Although Black feminist thought continues to offer us some of the most lucid
explanations for Black women’s degradations, I am also beholden to the work of
Black political theorists such as Achille Mbembe for how I conceptualize the
affective complexities of Black Muslim life and death. Mbembe’s poignant remarks
on the destruction of the self through suicide are worth quoting here at length.48

Mbembe writes, “To willingly relinquish one’s existence by giving death to oneself
is not necessary to make oneself disappear. Rather, it is to willingly abandon the
risk of being touched by the Other and by the world.” And further, “The killer
kills himself [sic] while killing others… [H]e disposes of himself, and disposes of
some enemies as he does so… discharg[ing] himself of what he once was and of
the responsibilities that as a living being was once his to attend.”49 Drawing on
Mbembe we can suggest that in relinquishing the existence of her Muslim identity
Walter is not seeking an end to the self altogether. Rather, she removes the threat
of being tainted by affiliation with this Otherness. Discharging of what she once
was. Walter’s continually verbalized repudiation of Islam and (Somali) Muslim
migration performs the effort to dispose of the enemy along with the deadened
parts of the self. Diverging slightly from Mbembe I would contend that the result
of these disposals is not Walter’s relief from the “responsibilities… [of] a living
being” but, quite the contrary. By “giving death” to the Muslim self Walter can, at
last, enter into the realm of the living. In this way, her religious conversion enacts
the death of the Muslim self as she is reborn as a legitimate Swedish subject.

Walter nonetheless finds ways to make her Muslimness linger even after this
suicide. Although her rejection of Islam and conversion publicly confirms that she
is indeed rescue-able, Walter continually renews her need for protection through
the reiterated claim that Muslim migrants pose a threat to her life. “I would never
get out of there alive.” Because her life is threatened by the violence of the Muslim
outsider it should be recognized as a life that must be protected from threat.
Without access to the forms of mournability that weave the body of the “honor
killed” Muslim woman into the fabric of the nation Walter replaces the murderous
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Muslim Father with a murderously inclined local Muslim populace. “Many of the
newcomers would cut off my head.” Walter borrows from the tropes of the
“oppressed” Muslim woman to demonstrate her saveability—even as an ex-
Muslim. Walter also plainly indicates her “likeness” to the normative white
Swedish subject by presenting herself as vulnerable to the same dangers that
plague the nation. Thus, reminding us: “I am not a danger for people living here.”
Despite “dress[ing] like a Muslim” for Swedish media (which presumably implies
having donned a hijab) we are never left to wonder whether such garb signifies
Walter’s reentrance into Islam or reflects her waning national loyalties.

And what of Walter’s Blackness? The contempt and fear of Somalis she articu-
lates anticipate the disposal of the Black enemy within the self. It is the emphasis
placed on her once-Muslim status however that allows Walter to be more than the
self-hating Black subject. A vulnerability to the dangers of Islam obscures what
tethers her to an ungrievable Blackness through the familiarity and urgency of the
assimilated Muslim women’s precarity. Even so, it is possible that her overt distain
of Somali Muslims reflects an effort to distance herself from the menaces of
Blackness that might still threaten to take hold through her own African refugee
past. In continually deriding Somalis in Sweden for their supposed propensity for
violence and refusal to integrate50 Walter can erect silos between those still com-
mitted to the backwardness of a Black Muslim elsewhere, and herself. Such are the
barbarities from which she comes; was once ignorantly imprisoned by; but is no
longer. In this sense, the unassimilability of Somalis must be made to continue so
that it remains demonstrably clear what Walter is not.

I further ponder if there are certain promises that Walter is making through
her contempt. To be precise, I question if Walter’s ridiculing leverages the assur-
ance that she will not reproduce the dead. Because she has already rhetorically
sterilized her Black Muslim womb (terminating its deathly potential through her
loathing of the unassimilated) we can be satisfied that she will not give birth to
more Black Muslimness. Walter at once terminates the perilous excesses of the
Black Muslim womb and aborts the once-African refugee self through the coven-
ant of her derision. The verbal bludgeoning of the threat that she cannot be and
will not reproduce demonstrates Walter’s loyalty to the white Swedish family, dis-
pelling their unease by bringing the threatening parts of the self to slaughter. To
be reborn as a Swede through this coupled elimination means to have castoff the
Black Muslim husk of an “emptied” life.51 Nothing coming from her integrated
body can be anything other than Swedish. As an ex-Muslim and ex-African refu-
gee Walter saves herself from death by entering into the life of the white nation.

The Haunting of the Dead

Contemplating the pleasures of “cross-cultural dressing” Mary Ann Doane suggests
that something is gratifying for the white female subject in knowing that the garb of
the foreign body can be worn but then at any moment removed as they return to
the supremacy of whiteness. It is a comfort to know that even as one “play[s]
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around”52 in the body of the dark Other, “‘white skin’ awaits underneath.”53 How
might these same pleasures of disrobing not appear as available to the re-born, inte-
grated subject? In what ways might the unmournability of Blackness continue to
haunt the ex-Muslim who cannot cast-off the skin even as they enter into the white
national body? Kalah and Walter’s assimilating acts, in varying degrees, dissipate
their Blackness and proffer a means of entering into recognizable existence. What
we must ask, however, is whether their mournability sticks to their bodies outside
the immediacy of articulating their narratives of assimilation. Thinking specifically of
either woman’s movements through the public spaces of the Canadian or Swedish
everyday, is it not unreasonable to presume that their dark bodies would first be
read as Black by the normative white spectator? Do these women then continually
reenter into the terror of Blackness until the story of their national re-birth or, evi-
dence of an aborting contempt can again be recited?

In her compelling text Ghostly Matters, Avery F. Gordon explains that haunting
and the materialization of the ghost indicate that, “what’s been concealed is very
much alive and present, interfering precisely with those always incomplete forms
of containment and repression ceaselessly directed toward us.” Gordon further
elaborates that haunting is, “an animated state in which… the over-and-done-
with comes alive.”54 In tandem with these analyses, we can surmise that in the
moments that proceed the integrated subjects’ witnessable acts or pronouncements
of assimilation a dangerous and unmournable Blackness repetitively reappears.
The Blackness read upon the skin is a specter of that which they must not be. If
the Black subject is not countable amongst recognizable life the phantom reemer-
gence of this smothered self would not represent an “over-and-done-with” that
has “come alive” but instead, a haunting by the perpetual corpse. Kalah, Walter
and others like them would have to exorcize the Black ghost each time it threatens
to “interfere” with their hold on an integrated life. Blackness must, therefore, be
continuously expelled and replaced by the re-made subject before it can fully draw
the converted back into the shadowed regions of the living-dead.

Conclusion

Taking-up the profound analyses coming out of Black feminist thought and Black
political theory over the last several decades, this article meditates on whether
Black existence can be mournable. Amidst the racist contingencies of white
nation-making in Sweden and Canada that both dread and criminalize Black
women’s reproduction, I consider how Black Muslim woman might have access to
forms of mournability and national belonging that are barred to non-Muslim
Black women. Analyzing case studies from Swedish and Canadian media, I pro-
pose that Black Muslim women become mournable through the assimilatory act of
self-slaughter. By dissolving their Blackness and relinquishing their Muslim iden-
tity women can be re-born into the grievability of the white national body. The
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threat of unmournable Blackness, however, would continue to haunt women
through the surface of the skin.
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